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Nuclei with many valence protons and neutrons exhibit rotational features characteristic of a
deformed nuclear shape, while those closer to the "magic numbers" have softer shapes and are more
transitional in nature. In some cases, a delicate balance may exist between different shapes in the same
nucleus, and the most favored shape depends sensitively on the angular momentum and/or a particular
nuclear configuration. Such shape coexistence is well established in the low energy spectra of many nuclei
in the A * 180 region, and typically involves a competition between prolate and oblate shapes ([HIW 83],
[HHZ 85]). For the neutron deficient Ir isotopes, there have been predictions of coexistence between
different prolate configurations at low to moderate spins ([NRG 90], [Be 90], [WSN 90], [Wy 90]),
perhaps accompanied by a shape transition in the yrast band as the spin increases; some triaxial
configurations have also been predicted at low energy and low spin ([Be 90]).

Experimentally, a number of rotational structures have been observed in f 3-i8ijr ([JAH 91],
[CFW 91], [DFB 91], [[DFK 91], RJY 90], [Ji 91], (KGC 90] and [KGF 92]). In most cases, two
decoupled bands are known, assigned as m^fz ̂ d ̂ ^9/2 bands, as well as two strong coupled sequences,
assigned as h u / 2 and [402]5/2+ bands. One puzzle, systematically present in this data, is that the i13/2<

h u £ and [402]5/2+ bands all show smooth, gradual alignment increases with respect to a reference
derived from the h ^ band. Some evidence has been presented for configuration-dependent deformations
from the systematics of the vi1 3 / 2 crossing frequencies and from the complex alignment patterns ([LJY
90]). In Refs. [CFW 91] and [JAH 91], dear irregularities in the energy spectra of the hun band at the
lowest observed spins in 173-175Ir were attributed to a transition from a less-deformed prolate shape (with
P2~0.l6) to a more-deformed shape (£2*0.25), and this interpretation is supported by TRS calculations.
Phenomenological 3-band mixing calculations ([DFB 91], [DFK 91]) seem to reproduce both the
alignments (level spacings) and the electromagnetic transition rates lB(Ml;I-»M)/B(E2;I-»I-2) ratios] if the
three bands are identified as corresponding to, respectively, the less-deformed and more-deformed prolate
1-quasipartide structures and a 3-quasiparticle configuration containing a rotation-aligned pair of i ^
neutrons. These calculations suggest that the shape mixing is also important for the heavier isotopes,
179.181^ e v cn though the strong irregularities found in the level structures of 173-175Ir are not present in
these nuclei. Although some parameters are constrained in such an analysis, the peculiarities in the level
spacings done cannot identify the nature of the different configurations. Furthermore, these calculations
used a semiclassical estimate for the Ml and E2 transition rates of the unperturbed (single shape) bands.
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rather than calculating these quantities directly from particle rotor wavefunctions. Finally, it should be

noted that the spins have not been experimentally determined for Ir isotopes with A < 181, but. instead,

have been assigned through model-dependent arguments and/or on the basis of systematics.

We have calculated the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios in 181Ir within a shape-fixed particle + rotor model, in

order to investigate how sensitive these may be to the nuclear shapes under consideration, and whether or

not there is evidence of shape coexistence (or beta stretching) in the electromagnetic data alone. The model

calculations employed the same Woods-Saxon potential that has been used previously for TRS and

bandhead calculations ({Wy 90], [Be 90], [NRG 90] and [CFW 91]), and all parameters have been taken at

their standard values, without any adjustments. To the extent possible with present models, these

calculations should represent predictions for the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios at the deformations expected from the

TRS and bandhead calculations. A comparison with the 181Ir data is stimulated by the fact that this is the

lightest-mass Ir nucleus for which the spins and parities are firmly established experimentally- we find that

the electromagnetic transition rates in this nucleus are well reproduced under the assumption of a single,

fixed shape.

The particle-rotor model employed here is essentially the "Lund version", originally described in

[LLR 78], but with an extension to incorporate the Woods-Saxon potential [Le 83]. A more complete

description of the model and the associated computer codes can be found in [Se 91 ].

Two separate calculations have been performed: one for the less-deformed prolate shape (02 =

0.19, y = 0°, P4 = -0.004), and the other for the more-deformed shape (p2 = 0.24,7 = 0°. £4 = -0.004).

The moments of inertia were estimated from Grodzins' relation, giving core 2 + energies of 0.183 and 0.119

MeV. respectively, and the proton Fermi level and pairing gap were obtained from a standard BCS

calculation on the adiabatic single-particle states. The model space included about 10 Nilsson orbitals near

the Fermi level, sufficient to ensure numerical convergence, and no Coriolis attenuation was introduced.

The effective g s factor for the odd proton was taken at 70% of the free-nucleon value, and the core-value,

gR, was taken as Z/A. The intrinsic core E2 moments were calculated from the macroscopic shape

parameters. Since this model is restricted to a constant moment of inertia, it cannot reproduce the details of

the experimental alignments; however, reasonable adjustments in the moment of inertia do not affect the

main results of this study (also, a particle-rotor calculation with a variable moment of inertia (VMI) for 179Ir

is described in [Ji 91] with similar results).

The results of our calculations for the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for the 9/2"t514] and 5/2+[402] bands

are summarized and compared with experimental results in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The solid lines in

trie figures represent calculations for the more-deformed (p*2 = 0.24) case whereas the dot-dashed lines

represent the less-deformed (P2 = 0.19) case. The agreement between the data and the calculations for the

more-deformed case is remarkably good. The less-deformed case, on the other hand, appears to fail

ignominiously to reproduce the measured B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, suggesting that any mixing with the less-

deformed shape must be, at best, rather small, especially at low spins.
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Fig. 1. B(M1)/B(E2) ratios Tor ihc [514J9/2* bond in 181Ir. The
solid line corresponds to the "more-deformed" case and the dot-
dashed line to (he "less-deformed" case. The dashed line represents
the ratios calculated with a larger moment of inertia parameter for
the "more-deformed" case (see text). The experimental data are
&om[KGF92].
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 except for the [402]5/2+ band.

Fuither support for the single, more-deformed, shape for I 8 1Ir comes from the calculated low-

energy level structures for the two cases mentioned above. These are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the

negative and positive parity states, respectively. Again, while the level-ordering and relative positions of

various levels obtained for the more-deformed case are in qualitative agreement with the experimental levels
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Fig. 3. Low-lying, negative parity level-structure of 1 8 1Ir
obtained from our calculations. The "morc-defoimed" and "less-
deformed" cases ore to the left and right, respectively.

[KGF 92], the calculations for the less-deformed case lead to a level structure markedly different from the

observed one. We further note that the M1-E2 mixing ratios obtained in our calculations are also consistent
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with the experimental values, where available.

As mentioned before, our calculations employ a fixed moment of inertia. However, changes in the

moment of inertia parameter do not significantly alter the final results for the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios. The

results of calculations with a different moment of inertia parameter for the more-deformed case

(corresponding to an energy of 80 keV for the 2 + sute, chosen so as to roughly reproduce the 25/2"-»21/2-

transition energy) are also shown in Eg. 1 as the dashed line-the results are substantially similar to those

for the moment of inertia parameter originally employed.



We wish 10 reemphasi?.e that this model does not purport to-and cannot-reproduce the finer details

in the observed alignments which originally led to the suggestions of band-mixing and (J-stretching. It is,

nevertheless, remarkable how well the available electromagnetic transition probabilities data for the one

nucleus in this region where the spins and parities of nuclear levels have been experimentally determined,

viz. '8 *Ir, can be reproduced within the framework of a simple particle + rotor model with a single, fixed

shape. Our results provide a benchmark against which the experimental and theoretical results for other Ir

isotopes can be tested. Whether a more realistic calculation of the electromagnetic properties with shape-

mixing included would simultaneously explain the observed alignments and the electromagnetic transition

rates still remains an open question, however.
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